About the week
Our Partnership is bringing together local, regional, and international speakers for a week-long celebration from Monday 4 to Friday 8
October. The week will showcase the work taking place across the area to connect on inclusion, whilst celebrating diversity within its
workforce, learning from others, and highlighting the positive difference made when all come together.
Coordinated by the WY&H HCP Race Equality Network online event speakers include WY&H HCP CEO, Rob Webster CBE, and Cllr Shabir
Pandor, Leader of Kirklees Council. The West Yorkshire Mayor, Tracy Brabin and Alison Lowe, West Yorkshire’s Deputy Mayor for Policing and
Crime. In additional, King’s Fund and Professor at Lancaster University Michael West CBE; Dr Habib Naqvi MBE Director, NHS Race and Health
Observatory; Jenni Douglas-Todd, Director of Equality and Inclusion at NHS England and Nadine Pemberton all the way from St Lucia will take
part amongst many others. As a previous Executive Director of Legal for Social Work England and current consultant coach and mentor,
Nadine will be sharing her leadership journey.
Other speakers include Monique Carayol, Founder and Managing Director of Your New Avenue, previous NHS Director of Strategy and
Transformation. Helen Bevan, Chief Transformation Officer, NHS Horizons and Dr Navina Evans, CEO for Health Education England.
The week-long event, held using digital technology, will recognise WY&H HCP’s approach to championing diversity, inclusivity, and equality,
whilst setting out the difference made since it launched its independent review into the impact of COVID-19 on minority ethnic communities
and colleagues in October 2020.

Foreword from Cllr Shabir
Pandor
Cllr Shabir Pandor, Leader of Kirklees Council and West
Yorkshire and Harrogate HCP Inclusion Lead said: ‘It’s great to
see the difference being made across our area. We pride
ourselves on the richness and diversity of our communities and
it’s only right we celebrate achievements made. It’s a great
start. There is more to do. It’s everyone’s business to connect
on inclusion – and this weeklong event will demonstrate that
each of us has an important part to play towards becoming an
inclusive society’.

Foreword from Rob
Webster
Rob Webster, CBE, and CEO for WY&H HCP said: ‘This is an
important week for us, where we will again be raising the
profile of our diverse workforce and the work we are doing to
deliver on race equality in our Partnership. This event is
another opportunity for us to ensure people see the ongoing
commitment we have to addressing a social and systemic issue.
We have come a long way in the last 12 months and the work
of the Network has been outstanding. These achievements
would not have been possible without the energy, motivation
and passion they bring to the change that’s needed’.

Meet the hosts – Fatima Khan-Shah
Fatima is known regionally and nationally for actively championing patient involvement; the recognition of
carer support and challenging inequalities in Health and Care.
Fatima currently works as a system leader within the West Yorkshire and Harrogate Health and Care
Partnership and is the director of the Personalised care and Unpaid Carer programmes. Which have won
multiple national awards. Fatima also works nationally with NHS England, is a member of the NHS Assembly,
the Kingsfund General Council and is also a Non-Executive Director at Sheffield Children’s Hospital.

Fatima has been nationally recognised for her work in the voluntary and community sector developing the
community interest company Investors in Carers which was shortlisted for a Heath Services Journal Award
and as Chair of Healthwatch Kirklees which was nationally recognised by Healthwatch England for its work.
Her experience also includes working within the NHS as a Lay Member for Patient and Public Involvement
and within the Local Authority as a Scrutiny Cooptee with responsibility for scrutinising the decisions and
policies that are being made by the Council and key partners including local health service providers and
commissioners.

Fatima Khan-Shah

Meet the hosts – Sayma Mirza
Sayma is a system collaborator with a lengthy clinical background including over 21 years’ experience working for the
NHS. Sayma has an outstanding track record of leading large scale system transformation programmes, building
system leadership capability and actively championing the inclusion agenda. Her contributions have led to winning a
national HSJ award.

Sayma started her career in the NHS as a paediatric nurse initially progressing into senior roles in clinical and
operational fields. She then moved into system leadership and transformation programme roles across local and
regional systems. Sayma is currently working for the West Yorkshire and Harrogate Health and Care Partnership as
the Associate Director for System Leadership and Development. Sayma also works with national bodies to champion
transformational change on equality, diversity and inclusion. Sayma is a race equality network representative to the
System Leadership Executive Group across the West Yorkshire and Harrogate Health and Care Partnership.
She is known to continuously advocate for better patient outcomes, amplifying the patient and employee voice, and
improve equity of experience and opportunity. Sayma enjoys inspiring and influencing teams to achieve outstanding
results by working together, and continually supports individuals through coaching and mentoring.

Sayma Mirza

Meet the team – Hayden Ridsdale
Hayden is an NHS Graduate Management Trainee and has been with the Partnership for seven months. Since
joining the Partnership he has worked on the coordination of our independent review into health
inequalities by ethnicity and supported the development, implementation and spread of the Partnership’s
race equality priorities more broadly.
Before joining the Graduate Scheme and the Partnership, Hayden worked for the Department of Health and
Social Care on the Test and Trace programme, working across organisational and sectoral boundaries to
support the national efforts against COVID-19. Prior to that Hayden was a student, graduating with a First
Class Honours degree in Politics, in 2020.

Hayden is a developing leader and particularly enjoys using his knowledge and experiences to contribute to
strategy and change, as well as involving and helping to develop others.

Hayden Ridsdale

Meet the team – Heather McKnight
Heather joined the Health and Care Partnership two years ago supporting the work of the Unpaid Carers and
Personalised Care programmes. Since she has successfully led and delivered several communication and
engagement campaigns, project managing multiple teams across the system including NHS, local authority, and
the voluntary and community sector organisation.
In addition to her work supporting programmes, Heather has worked to support the West Yorkshire and Harrogate
Race Equality Network to develop, mature and thrive. Her work, to name a few, has helped deliver the
independent review into health inequalities published in October 2020, the ongoing delivery of the system
ambition, design and production of the network's website, and the production of the podcast “Can you hear me”,
a podcast giving a voice to the diverse talent working to improve health and care for people in West Yorkshire and
Harrogate.
Her work has contributed to the Working Carers Passport initiative (highly commended at the 2020 HSJ awards),
and the Increasing our Leadership Diversity project as part of the Race Equalities Network, which won System
Leadership Initiative at the 2020 HSJ awards. She has also contributed towards the unpaid carers Covid-19
vaccination proposal which has been shortlisted for two HSJ awards in 2021, and has been recognised by the
NHSE/I programme team.

Leading with Compassion
Following the recent launch of Michael West’s amazing book on ‘Compassionate
leadership: Sustaining wisdom, humanity and presence in health and social care, Michael
will share his extensive wisdom on leadership.
His session will address the question of ‘How we can develop cultures of high quality,
continually improving and compassionate care in the challenging circumstances we face
in health services and, at the same time, ensure the well-being and growth of those who
provide that care?’
Drawing on the evidence from two reviews into doctors’ and nurses’ mental health and
wellbeing across the UK, this session will provide practical guidance necessary to help
ensure that compassion, high quality, inclusiveness and innovation are at the heart of
health and care cultures.

Michael West, CBE

Michael will explore the statement ‘if it’s not inclusive, it’s not compassionate
leadership’ providing information on not only the ‘what’ of the key elements of a positive
and compassionate culture but also the ‘how’.
It will describe how we can help to create the conditions that ensure high-quality care
cultures at system level. It will draw on the strategies being implemented across the four
UK health and care systems to illustrate the key themes.

The Power of a Social Movement:
Ready 2 Rise
Alumni from various cohorts of the NHS Leadership Academy programmes aimed at senior leaders from ethnic
minorities will share their journey since graduating from the academy. Ready to Rise panel will share their
journey of recognising personal power and impact of a social movement.
Using a facilitator to guide the discussion, the panel will take the audience on a journey on what to do, when
you don’t know what to do…
The panel will explore the benefits of a social movement group, along with how to make true large scale
change, and provide members with a reflective space to think about how you can be the change.

Brave Leadership

Nadine Pemberton

Within this session Nadine Pemberton will be
sharing her moving personal story, where
recognising her strength and showing brave
leadership was the only way forward to overcome
her personal situation. Nadine and Sayma Mirza
will engage in a conversation looking specifically at
how to start your leadership journey, about
Nadine’s personal journey including defining points
and challenges, and how using brave leadership
helped her progress to fulfil her potential and seek
happiness.

Resources Launch
This session will feature a variety of network members and
other system leaders within West Yorkshire and Harrogate
sharing valuable resources for you to use when addressing
the inclusion agenda. We will be celebrating the initiatives,
the process behind creating them and launching them for
wider use and impact.

There will be 5 short and snappy bitesize launches –
introduce the initiative, why we have created it, what it is,
and how it has come to fruition. This is to be followed by
some insights into the impact of our initiatives and why
you should use them.
West Yorkshire and Harrogate Health and Care Partnership
will be sharing the new race equality website hosting a
plethora of resources, Racial Inequalities Training,
launching mentoring framework and recruitment and
selection phase 1 blueprint, and sharing Anti-Racism
Movement resources.

Inclusion Priorities – Health Education England
West Yorkshire and Harrogate Health and Care Partnership (ICS) invite colleagues from
Health Education England to share a number of insights aligned to the Race Equality Week.
This session will celebrate the latest ideas, initiatives and opportunities HEE has been
piloting at regional and national levels. Participants will hear from several Health Education
England colleagues, including members of the Diversity, Inclusion and Participation Team.
You will hear about the inclusive recruitment project and diverse talent management,
weaving into the discussions recognition of neurodiversity and the importance of
intersectionality to advance equality in the workplace. You will be introduced to the NHS
Project & Change Capability Framework and you’ll also be given information on the
recently launched Project Management Apprenticeships.

Dr Navina Evans

HEE session contributors include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Raquel Silvestre – Regional Diversity, Inclusion & Participation Manager
Mike Gray – Capability & Resourcing Manager
Mahroof Hussain - Regional Diversity, Inclusion & Participation Manager
Delores Agostini-Quashie – Project Manager + Network North BAME Chair
Dr Navina Evans – CEO of Health Education England
Jo Sullivan - RePAIR Fellow NW England (a shared recording)

The Journey so Far
From inception to live delivery, Sam Kelly will provide an insight into
the driving force and ideas behind the Fellowship, the journey of
developing the programme and how it is delivered across the West
Yorkshire and Harrogate system.

Sam Kelly

This item will chart the journey of developing a unique and
innovative programme to close the gaps in senior leadership,
recognising the achievements and progress – but importantly
acknowledging the challenges.

Following on from Sam’s overview of the programme, a number of
Fellows will offer their personal experience of the Fellowship
journey. The Fellows will share not only their journey over the last 12
months, but the years of experience that has led them to where they
are now.
The Fellowship did not create their talent but did remove
longstanding barriers to full participation and positioned lived
experience as central to our leadership. The fellows will demonstrate
a ‘then’ and ‘now’, showing where the Fellowship has taken them,
their challenges, and where they will go next.

What it Means to Belong
This session will take you on a celebratory journey with the
West Yorkshire and Harrogate Race Equality Network to reach a
sense of belonging! Working together in partnership to ensure
we create inclusive workplaces that support the health and
wellbeing of our people. The panel will explore:
•
•
•

Wendy Tangen

•
•

What does belonging feels like for you?
What is the impact of lack of belonging on the individual,
the team and organisation
What are the benefits of belonging on the individual, the
team and organisation
How can you as leader and colleague foster belonging in
your areas of influence?
What can you do to constructively challenge exclusion?

West Yorkshire and Harrogate :
Places Connected on Inclusion

Pam Bhupal

Place representatives from across our West Yorkshire
and Harrogate system will come together to discuss
inclusion priorities. This session will explore the
progress so far, what is working well and how we
measure the impact of this work across our places. This
will be an opportunity for you to get involved in the
place led discussions.

James Drury

Kate O’Connell
Dr Linda Harris
OBE
Carol Gilchrist

The panel will explore what does inclusion mean to
you, strategic ambitions for inclusion and what it feels
like for frontline workers across our place, how we are
making a difference, and what it feels like to work
across organisational boundaries. Within this session
the panel will also provide an update on how places are
delivering the recommendations from the health
inequalities review, and the impact this is having at
local place.

Integrated Care System's:
Connected on Inclusion
Facilitated by Rob Webster, lead Chief Executive
of West Yorkshire and Harrogate Health and Care
Partnership, ICS leaders from across the country
will come together to share both good practice
and their candid experiences of delivering
inclusion priorities.

Jenni Douglas Todd

Sharmila Kar

Warren Heppolette

Dr Prem Singh

Claire Fuller

Rob Webster CBE

The Partnership invites colleagues from
Manchester Health and Care Commissioning,
Stoke on Trent ICS and Derbyshire Community
Health Services, Surrey Heartlands ICS Lead and
the Director of EDI at NHS England
and Improvement, and Chair designate Dorset
ICS. Each System will cover a different but equally
important theme of their experiences.
The session provides the opportunity for
Integrated Care System’s to connect and network
whilst exploring opportunities for further
collaboration and complex issues that are best
worked on through system partnerships.

Connected on Inclusion Awards
The inaugural Race Equality Awards Ceremony will take place on Friday 8 October 2021. It will bring the weeklong 'Connected on Inclusion' event to a spectacular close and give us the opportunity to celebrate the huge
achievements everyone has made to race equality across West Yorkshire and Harrogate over the last few years
There are ten different categories for this year's Race Equality Awards:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Category 1 - 'Ally of the year'
Category 2 - 'Making a positive difference'
Category 3 - 'Role model of the year'
Category 4 - 'Influencer of the year'
Category 5 - 'Team of the year'
Category 6 - 'Race equality champion of the year'
Category 7 - 'Inspiring colleagues of the year'
Category 8 - 'Innovation and change champion of the year'
Category 9 - 'Advocate of the year'
Category 10 - 'Special recognition’

